by Amy Nicholson

Every July we drive north and travel back in time.
We leave the busyness of our lives, the crowded neighborhoods, the city lights,
the constant buzz of technology, the world and its news.
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The highway out of Connecticut leads us to this
road and that, and into Vermont until finally, close
to the Canadian border, we turn off the pavement
onto a familiar dirt road. As the car slows to climb
the dirt and rocks, our pace slows, too. We are no
longer rushing to our destination. We are here-a
log cabin my in-laws built 20 years ago on 400 acres
they purchased.
It is late at night. We turn off the car, and all is
silent but the kids in the back seat cheering "We're
here!" We step out into the damp grass and look up
to soak in the millions and billions of stars in the
night sky. We can even see the Milky Way.
We forgot there were so many stars. At home,
our view of the night sky is obstructed by the
orange glow of the street light outside our bedroom
window. We have to shield our eyes to even make
out the Big Dipper. That is why we come here. There
is no light pollution on this mountain. It is dark. It's
one of the few places we can go that has no ambient
light to blind us from the sea of stars. This is what
it was like everywhere years ago before the dawn of
electricity and round-the-dock daylight.
It's been a long drive, and it's late. I curl up in
bed, and just before settling in to sleep, I hear it
again-the complete silence of the mountain. All
the creatures of the mountain are asleep. I will sleep,
too, and enjoy the peace of the mountain tomorrow.
J awaken to the white-throated sparrow singing
"Oh sweet Canada, Canada, Canada." I wander
out onto the porch. I grasp the pine rail and look
to the north. The sun is a couple finger widths
above the horizon. Deciduous trees- the maples
and birches- are scattered in the foreground, and

beyond them conifers-the pine and balsamstand sentry. A distant lake sparkles like a plate of
crystals.
We drive up the road to the trailhead. It is
overgrown with grass and wildflowers. We feel
as if we are the only ones here-discovering the
mountain for the first time. With the excitement
of explorers, we march to the trail. Although this
is an established trail, it has not been maintained.
Pushing branches aside, we pretend we are
trailblazers. Flowers surprise us at every turnlady's slipper, meadow rue, trillium, Solomon's seal.
Granite under the moss is slick from a summer
rain. The trees grow more dense but shorter as we
reach the summit.
Finally our view opens. Atop the cliff face, the
panorama is magnificent.
Turkey vultures circle below us along expanses
of every shade of green. Sapphire lakes glisten.
A wind sweeps up from below, and we catch our
breath. There are few places like this not marred by
mankind's fingerprints. Places where we don't get
tangled up in power lines and politics. Places to just
be. And see. See for miles in all directions. It is the
21st century, but this place is timeless; it could just
as easily be the 19th or 18th. Here we can gain a
proper perspective on the world and our place in it.
Is nature here for us to change or enjoy? Improve
or appreciate?
Even though we hike this mountain togethe r as
a family, we each wander off a little from the group.
This is a safe place to be alone with ourselves. In a
world where we carry our Facebook friends in our
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Walmart is 40 minutes away.
Why do we all love coming here? Because it jump and play. They hide in the tall grass and jum
is still mostly wild. Sure, we've walked across it up like prairie dogs. If our farmer friend has cut th~
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It's been a long drive, and it's
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the breeze rustling the
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added some modern
conveniences, but other than that, the property is
We gain so much from this place, but yet we
wild. When we are not there, the mountain is left to don't go with the mindset "What can we get from
the birds, bears, moose, deer and other wild things. this land?" We want to go just to enjoy being there.
When we are there, we tread lightly. There are three So many times we go to places hoping to exploit
phoebe nests in the eaves of the porch. We respect them. What can I gain from this place? Take from
the birds' right to be there.
this place? What can I build that will make me
Every night after dinner we drive up the road to some money? Even our best intentions sometimes
an open field, park the truck, and get out to watch go awry. If we had come in and stripped this land
the sun set. Others flock to this field, too. It is as of its resources, we may have gotten rich quick, but
popular as a movie theater would be at home. But there would be nothing left-for the wildlife or for
here people come to view a miracle of nature in the us. We wouldn't want to come back.
fresh air with unlimited seating.
But we have left it mostly untouched. For that
Why do we do this here? We don't do it at home. reason it remains a place to which we long to return
We are too busy or tired, and if we wanted to see the again and again. ♦
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